Slovenia Eco resort is based on the history of Velika Planina plateau where we introduce its
tradition and ethnological value.
The accommodation consists of 16 wooden lodges which are based on the architecture of
the shepherd huts at Velika planina, as is the overall design of the ethnological resort.
Our lodge is divided into upper - sleeping part with one double bed and the lower part, with
sleeping area with a double bed, living room with sofa, kitchenette and dining area,
bathroom and terrace.
A new type of accommodation are the 9 glamping huts. The name comes from a glamorous
tent and soft comfortable bed beneath a wooden roof, next to a large window overlooking
the green nature, are exactly what the name stands for. They are suitable for 2 people. The
toilets and showers are shared in an extra lodge close by.
The idea at our resort is to offer holidays in a completely natural environment and at the
same time to provide high level of comfort. We will make the additional effort to follow the
criteria and requirements of the modern tourist.
Slovenia Eco resort is a perfect place for guests who are looking for new experiences and
high quality service and who at the same time wish to experience holidays in unspoiled
nature, in an environment coloured by tradition and with a wide range of activities.
At the resort we also have a small wildlife ZOO with dear, donkeys, goats, ship and geese and
fish.
The resort is enriched by the second cleanest river in Slovenia who runs through it.
Some of our lodges are placed on the bank of the river and you are allowed to jump in and
cool off in the summer months.
Our sustainable bio-organic garden is here for our guests to pick the seasonal organic
vegetables, herbs and spices, they can make your personal selection to spice up their lunch
or dinner.
One of the lodges is transformed to mini wellness, where our guest are able to relax in sauna
or enjoy the massage. With different workshops for adults and children we are presenting
traditional customs and historical influences of the area.
We are doing our best to preserve the nature and with sustainability - oriented activities we
create a welcoming atmosphere for families and individuals of all generations.
www.sloveniaecoresort.com
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